In mixed reality, it is important to estimate object surface reflectance properties to render real objects under arhitrary illumination conditions. The authors developed a method to estimate reflectance properties of object surfaces densely. However, it was difficult to estimate surface reflectance properties faithfully for objects with interreflections. This paper describes a new method of densely estimating nonuniform surface reflectance properties of real objects constructed of convex and concave surfaces with interreflections. The proposed method first determines positions of light to take color images for discriminating diffuse and specular reflection components of surface reflection. Then, surface reflectance parameters are estimated based on radiosity. Experiments show the usefulness of the proposed method.
INTRODUCTION
In constructing a mixed reality environment, it is required to obtain surface reflectance properties of virtualized real objects. This could make it possible to merge virtualized objects seamlessly into a virtual world under arbitrary illumination conditions. For this purpose, we have conducted a research to estimate surface reflectance properties densely from range and surface texture images [l] .
Object surface reflectance properties consist of diffuse and specular components. The diffuse reflection component is easily observed due to its nature of reflection in omnidirection. On the other hand, it is difficult to observe the specular reflection component due to its nature of reflection within a fixed angle with respect to a viewing position, light source and object surface normal vector. Moreover, even if the specular reflection component is observed, this component cannot he estimated stably due to small values. Our resent research has solved this problem by selecting optimum light positions to observe both components [l] . However, there still exists a problem such that interreflections are not considered.
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In this paper, we take notice of the radiosity rendering method which can represent interreflections based on the transmission of radiosity (heat energy of light). Foumier et al.
[2] has originally developed a method to estimate surface reflectance properties using the radiosity method in an indoor scene. This method assumes uniform reflectance on surface and determines only the diffuse reflectance parameter. There are some attempts to estimate both surface reflectance properties of a room [3, 41. They, however, also assume that almost all objects have the same reflectance properties, therefore, their algorithm cannot he applied to an object which has non-uniform surface reflectance properties. This paper proposes a new method for estimating nonuniform reflectance properties of objects with interreflections to represent virtualized objects photo-realistically. The proposed method can observe the specular reflection component densely considering interreflections based on radiosity. Figure 1 shows a flow diagram of densely estimating surface reflectance properties of real 3D objects. Our process can be divided into three parts: Measurement of object (A, C), selection of light source (B), and estimation of reflectance parameters (D).
ESTIMATION OF REFLECTANCE PARAMETERS FROM RANGE AND COLOR IMAGES

Measurement of object
We use a laser rangefinder (Cyhenvare 3030RGB) with known positions of point light sources and a camera for acquiring surface color images, which is illustrated in Figure 2 (a). This system can obtain registered range and surface color texture images at the same time by rotating the rangefinder and the camera around an object, so that there is no registration error, even when the object is measured many times. 
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Selection of positions of light source
In the present experimental setup, multiple positions of a light are determined among 60 possible positions prepared around the laser rangefinder and these are tww 
It is required to observe each surface point under three different lighting conditions: One for determining Pd and others for acquiring P, and U . Here, if the value of 8, is small, the specular reflection component is judged to be reduced seriously. Therefore, we can use the value of 8, to judge whether the specular reflection component is observed or not. The selection of position of a light source is repeated until almost all surface points satisfies three different lighting conditions (See [l] for detail). Then, a certain number of light positions, say m, are selected to densely observe both reflection components.
Estimation of reflectance parameters
A texture image is obtained with a selected light position Tap.= and such a pixel is not used to estimate reflectance parameters.
Estimation of difise reflectance parameter based on radiosity
We assume in this paper that interreflections do not have an influence from both reflection components but only from the diffuse reflection component. Therefore, a pixel which is categorized into T d i ,~ is used in the following method. In this paper, to consider interreflections, we employ the radiosity equation given as:
where B, and €3, (1 5 U , V 5 a) represent the radiosity of U-th and v-th patch, respectively. Note that a is the number of object patches. F,, is a form factor between the patch U and the patch U. E, is an environment term which represents an influence on the patch U. In this paper, we assume that E, = 0, because the object is measured in a dark room. pd. represents the diffuse reflectance parameter on the patch U.
In the proposed method, the form factor F,, is known because the object shape is measured by the laser rangefinder. Since the range and texture images are registered at each surface point, the radiosity B , of the patch U is calculated based on the value of the surface point which corresponds to the patch U. Then, the diffuse reflectance parameter Pdu is estimated by solving Eq. (2). Finally, the diffuse reflectance parameter at a each surface point is estimated by calculating the average among neighbouring patches which share the point Here, the calculation of radiosity E, is described. Let p(x) he the position of a light source when a surface point x is measured as shown in Figure 3 , and e, he the value of the surface point 2. The radiosity E, of the patch U which includes surface points s and t is calculated as follows. 
EXPERIMENTS
We show that the proposed method can remove an influence of interreflections in a preliminary experiment. We separate the object A shown in Figure 4 (a) in@ two regions A and B. We have conducted two preliminary experiments.
One is that the same white paper with a uniform diffuse reflectance is pasted up on both regions. The other is that the of object C which has a complicated shape, interreflections due to the specular reflection component cause some errors. It is necessary to eliminate such an influence.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed a new method of densely estimating non-uniform reflectance properties of real objects with interreflections. In the proposed approach, we have estimated surface reHectance properties based on radiosity. The experiments have shown that the proposed method is useful for estimating the reflectance parameters of objects which exhibit non-uniform surface reflectance. Some extensions for considering specular interreflections should further be investigated.
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